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We present a Gro¨bner basis for the ideal of relations among the standard gener-
ators of the algebra of invariants of the special orthogonal group acting on k-tuples
of vectors. The cases of SO3 and SO4 are interpreted in terms of the algebras of
invariants and semi-invariants of k-tuples of 2× 2 matrices. In particular, we present
in an explicit form a Gro¨bner basis for the 2× 2 matrix invariants. Finally we use a
Sagbi basis to show that the algebra of SO2 invariants is a Koszul algebra.  2001
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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, K denotes an inﬁnite ﬁeld of characteristic
different from 2. We study the combinatorial structure of the algebra of
1 Supported by OTKA No. F032325 and the Bolyai Research Fellowship.
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polynomial invariants of SOV , the special orthogonal group acting by
the standard representation on k-tuples of vectors from an n-dimensional
K-vector space V . Recall that the group SOV , sometimes denoted by
SOnK or SOn, consists of the linear transformations of V that preserve
a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form −−  V × V → K and
have determinant 1. Denote by K	V k
 the algebra of polynomial func-
tions on V k = V × · · · × V . The action g · v1 
 
 
  vk = gv1 
 
 
  gvk
g ∈ SOV  vi ∈ V  induces an action on K	V k
, and we put
R = K	V k
SOV  = f ∈ K	V k
  ∀ g ∈ SOV   g · f = f
for the algebra of polynomial invariants. Generators of R are described
in [W2] when charK = 0 and in [DP] for any odd characteristic (see
also [R]). The algebra R has two types of generators. For 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k,
consider the function i j  V k → K deﬁned by i j  v1 
 
 
  vk →
vi vj. The second type occurs when n ≤ k. In this case, for 1 ≤
i1 < · · · < in ≤ k, consider the function i1 · · · in  V k → K, where
i1 · · · in  v1 
 
 
  vk → vi1 · · · vin  and vi1 · · · vin  denotes the determi-
nant of the n× n matrix containing as columns the coordinate matrices of
vi1 
 
 
  vin with respect to a ﬁxed basis in V (so i1 · · · in is determined up
to a nonzero scalar, which depends on the choice of basis in V ). The ﬁrst
fundamental theorem for SOV  invariants asserts that R is generated by
the foregoing functions. We note that [DP] works with the standard scalar
product on V = Kn. When the base ﬁeld is algebraically closed, we can
ﬁnd an orthonormal basis in V , so we can assume that −− is of this
form. Otherwise, we pass to K	V k
, where K denotes the algebraic closure
of K. Since K is inﬁnite, the Zariski closure of SOnK in GLn K is
SOn K; hence K	V k
SOnK = K	V k
SOnK. For this latter algebra, we
can apply the results of [DP] directly. It turns out that the generators are
deﬁned over K. Therefore, all conclusions also hold for K	V k
SOV .
Introduce the commutative polynomial algebra
P = K	xij zi1···in 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < in ≤ k

and the algebra homomorphism π  P → R deﬁned by πxij = i j and
πzi1···in = i1 · · · in. The second fundamental theorem for SOV  invari-
ants (cf. [W2] for charK = 0 and [DP] for charK = 2 gives the deﬁning
relations of the algebra of invariants or, equivalently, the generators of the
kernel I of π as an ideal in P .
The knowledge of the deﬁning relations of an algebra does not always
allow one to immediately work with the elements of the algebra. For
computational purposes, one needs the Gro¨bner basis of the correspond-
ing ideal. In this paper we present a Gro¨bner basis of the ideal I of the
relations among the SOV  invariants. Our work is closely related to and
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depends on the results of [C], who gave a Gro¨bner basis of the ideal
generated by the n + 1 × n + 1 minors of a generic symmetric matrix.
The corresponding factor ring can be identiﬁed with the ring of invariants
of the full orthogonal group OV . Actually, a more general class of ideals
is treated in [C], and it is interesting to note that these results turn out to
help for our different purposes.
In Section 2 we state and prove our main result—Theorem 2.1, an explicit
Gro¨bner basis of I. Our interest in the problem originates in the quanti-
tative study of invariants of k-tuples of matrices under the simultaneous
conjugation action of the general linear group or, more generally, in the
study of polynomial invariants and semi-invariants of representations of
quivers. In Section 3 we point out some implications of Theorem 2.1 on
this topic. In particular, we present an explicit Gro¨bner basis for the 2 × 2
matrix invariants. In Section 4 we discuss the algebra of invariants of SOV 
when dimV  = 2. We apply Sagbi bases, which are subalgebra analogues
to Gro¨bner bases for ideals and which turn out to be useful in invariant
theory. We show that the algebra of SO2 invariants has a ﬁnite Sagbi basis
with respect to a special choice of the nondegenerate quadratic form. As a
consequence, we derive that the algebra of invariants is a Koszul algebra.
2. RELATIONS
We ﬁx the pure lexicographic monomial order in P induced by the fol-
lowing order of the variables:
• zi1···in < zj1···jn if is < js holds for the largest index s ∈ 1 
 
 
  n
with is = js.
• x11 < x12 < · · · < x1k < x22 < x23 < · · · < x2k < · · · < xk−1k−1 <
xk−1k < xkk.
• xij < zi1···in for any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k and 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < in ≤ k.
The leading monomial lead(f ) of f ∈ P is the monomial which is maximal
with respect to < among the monomials with nonzero coefﬁcient in f . We
say that the subset f1 
 
 
  fm of the ideal I of P is a Gro¨bner basis of I
if for any nonzero f ∈ I there exists an fs ∈ f1 
 
 
  fm such that lead(fs)
divides lead(f ); i.e., lead(f  = w · lead(fs) for an appropriate monomial w.
In other words, the monomial ideal of P generated by the leading mono-
mials of f1 
 
 
  fm coincides with the vector subspace of P spanned by the
leading monomials of all polynomials in I. In this case, I = f1 
 
 
  fm
holds; i.e., f1 
 
 
  fm generate the ideal I and, as a vector space, the factor
algebra P/I has a basis consisting of all monomials which are not divisible
by some of the leading monomials of f1 
 
 
  fm (see, e.g., [St2]).
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To describe the deﬁning relations of R, we need further terminol-
ogy. Denote by X the k × k generic symmetric matrix whose i j (and
j i) entry is xij 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k. For 1 ≤ a1 < · · · < as ≤ k and 1 ≤
b1 < · · · < bs ≤ k, we put  a1···asb1···bs  for the determinant of the s × s minor
of X obtained by choosing the entries in the crossings of the rows of
index a1 
 
 
  as and the columns of index b1 
 
 
  bs. We ensure that
the ordering of the xij ’s satisﬁes the property that the leading monomial
of  a1···as
b1···bs  is equal to xa1b1 · · ·xasbs , as required by Conca [C], and then
we can apply his results. Note that for any v1 
 
 
  vk ∈ V k, the rank
of the Gram matrix vi vjki j=1 is at most n. Therefore, the identity
detai bjn+1i j=1 = 0 holds in R or, in other words,  a1···an+1b1···bn+1  is contained
in I for any 1 ≤ a1 < · · · < an+1 ≤ k and 1 ≤ b1 < · · · < bn+1 ≤ k.
Moreover, the Gram determinant satisﬁes the well-known identity
detai bjni j=1 = β · a1 · · · an · b1 · · · bn, where β is the determi-
nant of the matrix of −− with respect to the chosen basis in V . It
follows that for any 1 ≤ a1 < · · · < an ≤ k and 1 ≤ b1 < · · · < bn ≤ k, the
element
g
a1···an
b1···bn = za1···an · zb1···bn −
1
β
detxaibj ni j=1 ∈ P
is contained in I.
Let H denote the set of strictly increasing sequences of integers
from 1 
 
 
  k. We introduce on H the following partial order:
a = a1 
 
 
  as  b1 
 
 
  bt = b if lengtha = s ≥ lengthb = t
and a1 ≤ b1 a2 ≤ b2 
 
 
  at ≤ bt . Now take a b c ∈ H satisfying
lengtha = n lengthb = lengthc
= t ≤ n a  b1 
 
 
  bt−1 at > bt b  c
 (1)
Observe that then b1 < b2 < · · · < bt < at < at+1 < · · · < an. Consider
the symmetric group Sn+1 acting on the set b1 
 
 
  bt at 
 
 
  an and its
subset Stn+1 consisting of the permutations which are monotone increasing
on the subsets b1 
 
 
  bt and at 
 
 
  an. (Obviously Stn+1 has n+1!t!n+1−t!
elements.) Deﬁne habc ∈ P by
habc =
∑
σ∈Stn+1
−1σza1···at−1σat···σan
∣∣∣∣
σb1 · · ·σbt
c1 · · · ct
∣∣∣∣

Clearly, πhabc is alternating and multilinear in the arguments vb1 
 
 
  vbt ,
vat 
 
 
  van , provided that the sets b1 
 
 
  bt at 
 
 
  an and c1 
 
 
  ct
a1 
 
 
  at−1 are disjoint. Thus by elementary linear algebra, πhabc = 0
in this case, and specializing the arguments if necessary we get that πhabc
is always 0. Now we are ready to formulate our main result.
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Theorem 2.1. The following elements form a Gro¨bner basis of the ideal I
of the deﬁning relations of the algebra of SOV  invariants with respect to the
monomial order introduced at the beginning of Section 2:
•
∣∣ a1···an+1
b1···bn+1
∣∣, a  b ∈ H with length(a) = length(b = n+ 1
• g
a1···an
b1···bn  a b ∈ H with length(a) = lengthb = n
• habc , where a b c ∈ H satisfy (1).
Remark. For comparison, we note that to get a system of generators
of I, it is sufﬁcient to take the elements ga1···anb1···bn  a b ∈ H and habc ,
length(b)=lengthc = 1 a b c ∈ H satisfy (1) (see [Dr, Corollary 1.3]).
We make use of two kinds of natural gradings of the algebras R and P .
The overgroup OV  of SOV  acts linearly on R, and SOV  is the ker-
nel of this action. So we have a linear action of the two-element group
OV /SOV  on R, and R decomposes as R0 + R1, where R0 and R1 are
the eigenspaces with eigenvalues 1 and −1. This is a /2-grading, which
can be lifted to P by giving degree 1 to the z’s and degree 0 to the x’s.
The second grading is inherited from the usual -grading of the poly-
nomial algebra K	V k
. Since the action of SOV  is homogeneous, R is
a graded subalgebra of K	V k
. To make π homogeneous, we deﬁne a
new grading on the polynomial algebra P by putting degzi1···in = n and
degxij = 2. Denote by Rd and Pd the degree d homogeneous component
of R and P . The /2-grading and the -grading are compatible, so we
have
P =⊕
d≥0
Pd0 ⊕ Pd1 and R =
⊕
d≥0
Rd0 ⊕ Rd1

Recall the combinatorial description of R in the language of standard
tableaux. To agree with the notation of [C] and [DP], we write the tableaux
in the “francophone” way. By an even tableau, we mean a ﬁnite sequence
T = b1 c1 b2 c2 
 
 
  br cr, where bi ci ∈ H, length(bi) = length(ci) for
i = 1 
 
 
  r, and lengthbi ≥ length(bi+1) for i = 1 
 
 
  r − 1. We say
that T is standard if b1  c1  b2  c2  · · ·  br  cr . The degree of T is
degT  =∑ri=1 2 · length(bi), and the length of T is length(T ) = length(b1).
By an odd tableau, we mean T ′ = a T , where T is an even tableaux,
and a ∈ H with lengtha = n ≥ length(T ). The degree of T ′ is degT ′ =
n+ degT . The odd tableau T ′ is standard if T is standard and a  b1.
For each even and odd tableau (of length ≤ k) we assign an element
of P as follows: Let T = b1 c1 
 
 
  br cr be an even tableau; then set
uT =
∣∣ b1
c1
∣∣ · · · ∣∣ br
cr
∣∣. For an odd tableau T ′ = a T , we set uT ′ = za · uT .
It is proved in [DP] that
πuT T is a standard even tableaux degT  = d lengthT  ≤ n
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is a vector space basis of Rd0 and
πuT ′ T ′ is a standard odd tableau degT ′ = d
is a vector space basis of Rd1. In particular,
dimRd0 = #standard even tableaux of degree d of length ≤ n
and
dimRd1 = #standard odd tableaux of degree d

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We have already pointed out that the given ele-
ments are contained in I. Note that lead  a1···at
b1···bt  = xa1b1 · · ·xatbt , lead
ga1···anb1···bn  = za1···anzb1···bn , and leadhabc = za1···anxb1c1 · · ·xbtct , since if for
some permutation σ of the elements b1 < · · · < bt < at+1 < · · · < an there
is a j with σaj ∈ b1 
 
 
  bt, then za1···at−1σat···σan < za1···an . Denote
by J the ideal generated by xa1b1 · · ·xan+1bn+1 a  b ∈ H, za1···anzb1···bna b ∈ H za1···anxb1c1 · · ·xbtct , where a b, and c satisfy (1). Since the mono-
mials in P are homogeneous with respect to both the -grading and the
/2-grading, it is sufﬁcient to show that
#monomials in Pd0\J ≤ dimRd0
and
#monomials in Pd1\J ≤ dimRd1
hold for any positive integer d. Observe that any monomial which has
degree ≥ 2 in the z’s is contained in J. Hence the monomials in Pd0\J
depend on the xij ’s only. Hence the ﬁrst of the foregoing inequalities is a
restatement of [C, Theorem 2.9] which gives the Gro¨bner basis of the ideal
of K	X
 = K	xij1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k
 generated by all minors  a1···an+1b1···bn+1 . Now
let us take a monomial from Pd1\J of the form za1···anw, where w is a
monomial in K	X
 not contained in the ideal of K	X

La = xb1c1 · · ·xbtct  t ≤ n+ 1 b  c a  b1 
 
 
  bt−1 at > bt

(Here we understand that an+1 = k + 1.) We can use the results of [C]
to determine the number of degree d − n monomials in La. Denote
by Ja the ideal in K	X
 generated by  b1···btc1···ct  t ≤ n + 1 b  c a b1 
 
 
  bt−1 at > bt. By [C, Theorem 2.8], the foregoing generat-
ing system of Ja is a Gro¨bner basis. It follows that La coincides with
the ideal generated by the leading monomials of the elements of Ja,
and the number of degree d − n monomials of K	X
 not contained
in La equals dimK	X
/Jad−n. On the other hand, by [C, Lemma 2.6],
we have that dimK	X
/Jad−n equals the number of standard even
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tableaux T = b1 c1 
 
 
  br cr with degT  = d − n and a  b1. (Note
that an even tableau satisﬁes these properties if and only if a T  is a
standard odd tableau.)
Summarizing, we have shown that
#monomials in Pd1\J ≤ #standard odd tableau of degree d
= dimRd1
which completes the proof of our main result.
3. MATRIX INVARIANTS
The results of Section 2 have relevance to the invariant theory of 2 × 2
matrices. Let Mk2 = M2 × · · · ×M2 denote the space of k-tuples of 2 × 2
matrices over K endowed with the simultaneous conjugation action of
GL2K:
g · A1 
 
 
 Ak = gA1g−1 
 
 
  gAkg−1
g ∈ GL2Ai ∈M2 i = 1 
 
 
  k

The algebra K	Mk2 
GL2 is studied in several papers (see, e.g., [LB] and [Dr]
and the references therein). Assume that K is algebraically closed. (Again,
we see that the standard generators of K	Mk2 
GL2 are deﬁned over the
prime subﬁeld of K, so our conclusions on the relations are valid for all K.)
Then the given action of GL2K factors through PGL2K ∼= SO3K
(see, e.g., [T, Theorem 11.6]), where SO3 keeps the nondegenerate sym-
metric bilinear form AB = trABAB ∈ M2, invariant. We have an
SO3-module isomorphism M2 ∼= K ⊕ V , where the SO3-module K consists
of all scalar matrices and V = sl2 is the vector space of all traceless matri-
ces. Hence K and V correspond, respectively, to the trivial representation
and the standard three-dimensional representation of SO3. It follows
that K	Mk2 
GL2 is a k-variable polynomial algebra over K	V k
SO3 gener-
ated by the linear functions A1 
 
 
 Ak → trAi i = 1 
 
 
  k. Thus
Theorem 2.1 gives a Gro¨bner basis for the ideal of relations of K	Mk2 
GL2 .
We write this basis explicitly.
Let R′ = K	Mk2 
GL2 be the algebra of 2 × 2 matrix invariants. We
present every 2 × 2 matrix A in the form A = 12 trA + B, where B is
a traceless matrix. Hence the vector space Mk2 is a direct sum of K
k =
trA1 
 
 
  trAk  Ai ∈ M2 and slk2 . We consider the polynomial
algebra
P ′ = K	th xij upqr  1 ≤ h ≤ k 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k 1 ≤ p < q < r ≤ k
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It is well known (and follows from our discussion) that there is a sur-
jective algebra homomorphism π ′  P ′ → R′ deﬁned in the following
way. The image π ′th of the variable th is the function which sends
A1 
 
 
 Ak to trAh. The image of xij is the function Mk2 → K
deﬁned by A1 
 
 
 Ak → trBiBj, and the image of upqr is the
function Mk2 → K deﬁned by A1 
 
 
 Ak → tr	BpBq
Br, where
	BpBq
 = BpBq − BqBp (and Ai = 12 trAi + Bi i = 1 
 
 
  k.
Fixing the orthogonal basis  10 0−1,  01 10,  01 −10  of sl2, it may be obtained
by direct calculation that the determinant of the triple BpBq Br ∈ sl32
satisﬁes
BpBqBr  =
1
4
tr	BpBq
Br

This allows to obtain as an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 the
Gro¨bner basis of the ideal I ′ of P ′ equal to the kernel of π ′ with respect
to the pure lexicographic monomial order in P ′ induced by the following
order of variables:
• t1 < t2 < · · · < tk
• ui1i2i3 < uj1j2j3 if is < js holds for the largest index s ∈ 1 2 3 with
is = js
• x11 < x12 < · · · < x1k < x22 < x23 < · · · < x2k < · · · < xk−1k−1 <
xk−1k < xkk
• th < xij < ui1i2i3 for any 1 ≤ h ≤ k 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k and 1 ≤ i1 < i2 <
i3 ≤ k.
Theorem 3.1. The following elements form a Gro¨bner basis of the ideal
I ′ of P ′ consisting of the deﬁning relations of the algebra of GL2 invariants
of k-tuples of 2 × 2 matrices with respect to the monomial order introduced
earlier:
•
∣∣ a1a2a3a4
b1b2b3b4
∣∣ def= detxaibj 4i j=1 a = a1 a2 a3 a4  b = b1 b2
b3 b4 ∈ H
•
(
g
a1a2a3
b1b2b3
′ = ua1a2a3ub1b2b3+2 detxaibj 3i j=1 a = a1 a2 a3 b =
b1 b2 b3 ∈ H
• h′abc
def= ∑σ∈St4−1σ ua1···at−1σat···σa3 detxσbicj ti j=1, where a,
b c ∈ H satisfy (1) for t ≤ n = 3.
[Dr, Theorem 2.3] gives that a minimal set of deﬁning relations of the
algebra R′ can be chosen among the relations ga1a2a3b1b2b3 ′ and h′abc for t = 1
which are, respectively, of degree 6 and 5 considered as polynomial func-
tions on Mk2 . On the other hand, the Gro¨bner basis obtained in this paper
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consists of “additional” relations of degree 8 for
∣∣ a1a2a3a4
b1b2b3b4
∣∣ and of degree 7
and 9 for h′abc and t = 2 3.
Next we consider a closely related problem that ﬁts into the more general
framework of quiver representations. The group SL2K × SL2K also
acts on Mk2 by
g h · A1 
 
 
 Ak = gA1h−1 
 
 
  gAkh−1
g h ∈ SL2Ai ∈M2 i = 1 
 
 
  k

The algebra K	Mk2 
SL2×SL2 of semi-invariants of 2 × 2 matrices is used to
construct a moduli space for representations of the quiver consisting of
two vertices and k arrows from the ﬁrst vertex to the second. We use
this opportunity to point out that this algebra also allows an approach
via the invariant theory of the special orthogonal group (which was not
noticed by the ﬁrst author when he wrote [Do]). Recall that SL2 ×
SL2 is the simply connected cover of SO4 (c.f. [OV, Chapter 4.3]).
More generally, if K is algebraically closed, then the given representa-
tion of SL2 × SL2 on M2 factors through the standard four-dimensional
representation of SO4 (see, e.g., [T, Exercise 12.21]). (In particular, the
action of SL2 × SL2 preserves a nondegenerate quadratic form on M2,
the determinant.) Therefore, we have K	Mk2 
SL2×SL2 ∼= K	V k
SO4 , and [Do,
Theorem 3.1] follows from [S] or [W1], where a rational expression of the
Poincare´ series of 	V k
SOV  is computed for arbitrary n. This also shows
that [Do, Corollary 5.1] holds for any inﬁnite ﬁeld K whose characteristic is
different from 2. Furthermore, the case n = 4 of Theorem 2.1 can be inter-
preted in terms of semi-invariants of 2 × 2 matrices, and yields a Gro¨bner
basis of the ideal of relations among the generators of K	Mk2 
SL2×SL2 .
4. SAGBI BASES
The following two problems were asked by the referee, whom we thank
for the inspiring report.
Problem 4.1. Does K	V k
SOV  have a ﬁnite Sagbi basis?
We refer to [ST] for a survey on Sagbi bases in invariant theory. Note
that by the remark after Theorem 2.1, the kernel of π  P → K	V k
SOV  is
generated as an ideal by quadratic polynomials if and only if dimV  = 2,
so the following question makes sense (see, e.g., [HHR] for the notion of
Koszul algebras).
Problem 4.2. When dimV  = 2, is K	V k
SO2 Koszul?
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The motivation for posing Problem 4.2 here is that for an afﬁrmative
answer, it would be sufﬁcient to show that K	V k
SO2 can be deﬁned by a
Gro¨bner basis of polynomials of degree 2. Unfortunately, the Gro¨bner basis
given by Theorem 2.1 contains elements of degree 3. On the other hand,
the knowledge of a Sagbi basis of a subalgebra of a polynomial algebra can
also help prove that the given algebra is Koszul (see[CHV]). It turns out
that Problem 4.1 has an easy answer in the special case dimV  = 2, and
this provides an afﬁrmative answer to Problem 4.2.
For the rest of the paper, we assume that dimV  = 2, so K	V k
 =
K	xi yi  i = 1 
 
 
  k
, where xi and yi are the coordinate functions on
the ith component of V k. We identify SO2 with the subgroup of SLV 
preserving the nondegenerate quadratic form xy on V .
Proposition 4.3. In the foregoing notation, the algebra K	V k
SO2 has a
ﬁnite Sagbi basis and is Koszul.
Proof. By the ﬁrst fundamental theorem, R = K	V k
SO2 is generated
by xiyi xiyj + yixj , xiyj − yixj 1 ≤ i j ≤ k. Hence R = K	xiyj  1 ≤
i j ≤ k
 itself is an algebra generated by monomials. In particular, xiyj 
1 ≤ i j ≤ k is a ﬁnite Sagbi basis of R. Consider the homomorphism
ψ  K	tij  1 ≤ i j ≤ k
 → R mapping the generator tij of the k2-variable
polynomial algebra to xiyj . The determinants of the 2 × 2 minors of the
k × k generic matrix tij form a Gro¨bner basis of the kernel of ψ (see,
e.g., [St1]). As we noted earlier, this implies that R is Koszul.
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